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ABSTRACT 

There is the rapid change in Mobile technologies with the advanced platform like Google Android. A Smart 
phone provides Internet facility, fast way of communication and access to various services. Smart phone 
technologies provides  highly visual devices that attract many users .Unlike personal computers, where there 
is the portability issues but Smart phones by their very nature move from location to location and achieve the 
great edge over the personal computers. Many peoples stay away from their home because of the family 
reason or any personal reasons. So, they have good control over their home appliances. Some devices may be 
remaining switch on or some devices need to be switched on e.g. electric motor on well. These devices should 
be controlled in good manner so that it will not create any type of crisis. So, this system helps to overcome 
those issues. An Android based secured home automation system allows multiple users to control the 
appliances in secured way within the house by an android application. The System has been divided into 
three major hardware components: A Local Device to transfer signal to home appliances, A web server to 
store the record and to act as the mediator between the Android Smartphone and the local Device. Google 
Services are used to support messaging between components. Google Cloud messaging is used for the 
communication between the mobile application, server and the Embedded Board. Google provide the free 
service of messaging to the android developer. 
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